stole from her Tucson, Arizona apartment2 actually went missing while “she was staying
at the Detroit Marriot hotel”3—a city that Mr. Conway has never even visited. Accordingly,
it is not even theoretically possible that Mr. Conway could have stolen this item from her:
a fact that Defendant Fulbright plainly knew from the beginning of this case and which
Plaintiff can now prove conclusively based on a police report that she filed herself and
actively concealed from him throughout this litigation. Compounding the violation,
Defendant Fulbright lied about the existence of this police report in her pleadings, failed
to correct the falsehood after notice, and then orchestrated a fraudulent interstate real
estate scheme in order to “get to” the Plaintiff’s wife. See Exhibit 2 (Fulbright Deposition
Excerpt).
1. Defendant Fulbright’s Amended Answer falsely states that “no police
report was filed.”
Believing that no police report had ever been filed regarding any of the jewelry that
Mr. Conway supposedly “stole” from Defendant Fulbright, Mr. Conway’s Complaint
alleged that Defendant Fulbright “never filed a police report concerning her purportedly
‘stolen’ jewelry, which was worth tens of thousands of dollars.”4
Without any qualification or reservation, in paragraph 24 of her Amended Answer
(filed with this Court on December 21, 2016, roughly six months after the report was
initiated), Defendant Fulbright answered this allegation by stating: “Admitted that no
police report was filed.”5 As such, Mr. Conway was led to believe that no police report had
ever been filed regarding the jewelry that Defendant Fulbright claims he “stole” from her.

2 Docket Entry #81 (Deposition of Kumari Fulbright), p. 147, lines 16–18 (Q: “Was that one of the rings that
was missing from your apartment?” A: “Yes.”).
3 See Exhibit 1.
4 See Docket Entry #1 (Plaintiff’s Complaint), ¶ 24.
5 See Docket Entry #70 (Defendant’s Amended Answer), ¶ 24.
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2. Defendant Fulbright concealed the police report in her responses to
multiple responsive discovery requests.
Throughout the fact discovery period, Mr. Conway also furnished several written
discovery requests upon Defendant Fulbright that should have resulted in the disclosure
of the police report at issue. For example, Mr. Conway instructed Defendant Fulbright to
“produce all documents or things in Defendant’s possession relevant to Defendants’
response in Paragraph 41 of Defendants’ First Amended Answer,”6 in which Defendant
Fulbright had denied Plaintiff’s allegations that: “At no point did Plaintiff ever steal
jewelry from Defendant Fulbright. In fact, . . . at no point was Defendant Fulbright’s
jewelry ever even stolen.”7 Defendant Fulbright did not produce the police report in
response.
In a separate written discovery request, Plaintiff also instructed Defendant
Fulbright to provide: “Copies of any and all correspondences between Defendant and any
other individual regarding, referencing, or in any way relating to Defendant’s allegations
that Plaintiff stole jewelry from her[.]”8

Defendant Fulbright did not produce or

acknowledge the existence of the police report in response to this request, either.
Significantly, Defendant Fulbright also was not confused about whether the
“stolen” ring referenced in her police report was relevant to this litigation. In her other
discovery responses, and in her deposition,9 Defendant Fulbright identified the ring
referenced in her police report as one of the items that Mr. Conway “stole” from her

See Exhibit 3 (Defendants’ Supplemental and Amended Response to Plaintiff’s Second Set of
Interrogatories and Requests for Production on Documents), Request for Production #13, p. 21.
7 See Docket Entry #70 (Defendant’s Amended Answer), ¶ 41 (“Denied.”), contra Docket Entry #1
(Plaintiff’s Complaint), ¶ 41.
8 See Exhibit 4 (Defendant’s First Production Request Response), Response #7, pp. 6-7 (emphasis added).
9 Docket Entry #81 (Deposition of Kumari Fulbright), p. 147, lines 16–18 (Q: “Was that one of the rings that
was missing from your apartment?” A: “Yes.”).
6
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Tucson, Arizona apartment—an item that she has claimed was “not recovered.”10
Accordingly, her own statement to the Detroit Police Department that this item was
actually “lost or stolen” while she was staying at the Detroit Marriot Hotel was directly
responsive to Plaintiff’s discovery requests, and the content of that report was critical to
her now provably false claim that Mr. Conway stole this item from her. Even so,
Defendant Fulbright deliberately concealed this police report in her responses to a series
of responsive discovery requests spanning well over a year.
3. During her deposition, Defendant Fulbright admitted that she did file
a police report in this matter.
During her deposition, Plaintiff’s counsel had the following surprising exchange
with Defendant Fulbright:
Mr. Horwitz: “Did you ever file a police report regarding
your stolen jewelry?”
Ms. Fulbright: “No, but I did think about doing it and I
made that known to a neighbor next door to me and also other
people.”
Mr. Horwitz: “Repeat the question. Did you ever file a
police report regarding your allegedly stolen jewelry?”
Ms. Fulbright: “No, I did not. Oh, I did, but not at the time.
No, after the fact.”
Mr. Horwitz: “You filed a police report regarding the stolen
jewelry?”
Ms. Fulbright: “I did.”
Mr. Horwitz: “When?”
Ms. Fulbright: “May of 2016.”11

10
11

Exhibit 3, Interrogatory Response #9, p. 8.
Docket Entry #81 (Deposition of Kumari Fulbright), p. 96, lines 8-21.
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Accordingly, Plaintiff’s counsel immediately directed Ms. Fulbright to make her
police report a late-filed exhibit to her deposition, because it had never been provided in
discovery, and because her Amended Answer claimed it did not exist.12 Approximately
six weeks later—and only after the fact discovery deadline had expired—Defendant
Fulbright finally produced “1 of 2” pages of the police report that she had previously
concealed from Mr. Conway. See Exhibit 1. The Plaintiff also received this report from
Defendant Fulbright after the Plaintiff’s pending Motion for Partial Summary Injunctive
Relief had been filed. The missing second page of the report still has not been provided.
4. The evidence contained in the police report is damning.
The police report at issue contains a treasure trove of damning evidence that is all
but outcome-determinative with respect to Defendant Fulbright’s claim that Mr. Conway
stole her jewelry. Most critically, the report indicates that Ms. Fulbright:

Exhibit 1.

State[d] she was staying at the Detroit Marriot Hotel between
the above listed dates. She states that she either lost or
someone stole her ring. She states the last time she saw the
ring it was on the bathroom sink.

This admission is of surpassing importance, because: (1) Mr. Conway has never
stayed at the Detroit Marriot Hotel; (2) Mr. Conway was not with Defendant Fulbright at
the time that her ring went “missing”; and, most critically, (3) Mr. Conway has never even
been to Detroit. As such, it simply is not possible that Mr. Conway could have stolen this
ring from Defendant Fulbright—a fact that she was now demonstrably aware of as recently
as May of 2016 and, presumably, for the past decade.
The report also contains a great deal of additional material evidence, all of which

12

Docket Entry #81 (Deposition of Kumari Fulbright), p. 96, lines 22-23.
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favors the Plaintiff’s case. For example, the report indicates that Defendant Fulbright
informed the Detroit Police Department that her ring may well have been “lost,” rather
than stolen. See Exhibit 1. The report also contains a disposition designating the matter
as: “Not a Crime.” Id. Dubiously, the report also indicates that it was filed by Ms.
Fulbright only after Mr. Conway sued her and fully nine years after her ring (supposedly)
went missing—facts that all significantly undermine Defendant Fulbright’s credibility. Id.
Further compromising her credibility, the report also indicates that Ms. Fulbright
is, in truth, a resident of Florida, and it reflects that she does, in fact, reside at 8350
Savannah Trace Circle, Tampa, FL, 33615, see id.—facts that she has repeatedly lied about
during the instant litigation: (1) in her Notice of Removal,13 (2) in her Amended Answer,14
and (3) in a sworn affidavit filed in federal Court for the purpose of supporting her false
claim (then pending in the Middle District of Tennessee) that she had been served at the
wrong address.15

Defendant Fulbright has since admitted under oath during her

deposition that her tax returns, her business filings, and her Driver’s License all reflect
that she actually does reside at the Florida address where process was served.16
5. Defendant Fulbright’s concealment was both deliberate and strategic.
Stunningly, Defendant Fulbright also admitted during her deposition that her
decision to conceal the information that precipitated her initiation of the police report
was deliberate, and that she “recognize[d] that [disclosure of that information] ha[d]
potential to have bearing on this case. . . .”17

She further acknowledged that her

Docket Entry #10, ¶ 2 (“Defendant Kumari S. Fulbright is a citizen of the State of New York residing in
New York City at all times relevant to this matter including before the filing of the state court Complaint.”).
14 Docket Entry #70 (Defendant’s Amended Answer), ¶ 7 (“Fulbright’s address is incorrect.”).
15 Docket Entry #81 (Deposition of Kumari Fulbright), p. 165, Exhibit #5, ¶ 3 (“I reside at 500 West 23rd
Street, Apartment 11C, Manhattan, New York, New York 10011.”).
16 Docket Entry #81 (Deposition of Kumari Fulbright), pp. 6–11.
17 Docket Entry #81 (Deposition of Kumari Fulbright), p. 156, lines 8–9.
13
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concealment had been strategically designed to benefit her in the instant litigation by
preventing Mr. Conway from reacting to the disclosure of discoverable information that
she was legally obligated to provide him.18
6. Defendant Fulbright orchestrated a fraudulent interstate real estate
scheme to “get to” Mr. Conway’s wife.
Four days before the Detroit Police Department designated Ms. Fulbright’s police
report as “not a crime,” see Exhibit 1, Defendant Fulbright also admitted in her
deposition that she had attempted to “get to” Mr. Conway’s wife by “orchestrat[ing]” a
fraudulent interstate real estate scheme aimed at placing Mrs. Conway alone in a house
with an accomplice of Ms. Fulbright’s in order to benefit Ms. Fulbright in this litigation.19
The full discussion of this extraordinary admission spans pages 44–53 of her deposition—
attached hereto as Exhibit 2—and includes the following exchange:
Ms. Fulbright: “I was trying to orchestrate something to get
information.”
Mr. Horwitz: “What did that orchestration entail?”
Ms. Fulbright: “It entailed her having Mr. Conway’s wife
show her a house because she was a real estate agent and my
girlfriend is very congenial and I thought maybe she could
elicit some information that would help my case.”
Mr. Horwitz: “So you orchestrated a fake house showing for
the purpose of interrogating Mr. Conway’s wife?”
Ms. Fulbright: “A fake house showing.”
....
Ms. Fulbright: “I knew my lawyer wouldn’t like it but I
didn’t think it was illegal.”
....

Docket Entry #81 (Deposition of Kumari Fulbright), p. 156, lines 2–24.
Docket Entry #81 (Deposition of Kumari Fulbright), p. 45, line 19–p. 46, line 19; p. 48, lines 18–19; p. 53,
lines 1–4.

18
19
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Mr. Horwitz: “You were trying to get to someone who you
thought might be a useful witness here; is that correct?”
Ms. Fulbright: “Yeah. . . .”
....
Mr. Horwitz: “Was it ever your intent that Ms. Vasquez
threaten Ms. Conway?”
Ms. Fulbright: “No. What good is that going to do?”
Mr. Horwitz: “Was it your intent to have anyone kidnap Ms. Conway?”
Ms. Fulbright: “No.”
Mr. Horwitz: “Have you ever had someone kidnapped before?”
Ms. Fulbright: “I have. But I’ve been rehabilitated.”20
It goes without saying that such behavior is outrageous and quite possibly
criminal.21 Defendant Fulbright has also admitted that she orchestrated the abovedescribed fraudulent real estate scheme because she believed that Mr. Conway’s wife had
information relevant to the initiation of her police report.22 Because the correspondences
between Defendant Fulbright and the accomplice that she enlisted “got deleted”
afterward,23 however—a fact that independently justifies its own sanction, see Tenn. R.
Civ. P. 34A.02 (governing spoliation)—the true purpose of her scheme is not knowable.
7. Defendant Fulbright’s willful concealment of her police report resulted
in actual prejudice to the Plaintiff’s case. Defendants have also failed to
correct their false statement in their pleadings.
Tenn. R. Civ. P. 34A.02 establishes that: “Rule 37 sanctions may be imposed upon

Docket Entry #81 (Deposition of Kumari Fulbright), p. 45, line 19 – p. 53, line 15.
18 U.S.C. § 1343 (Wire Fraud) (“Whoever, having devised or intending to devise any scheme or artifice to
defraud, . . . causes to be transmitted by means of wire, radio, or television communication in interstate or
foreign commerce, any writings, signs, signals, pictures, or sounds for the purpose of executing such scheme
or artifice, shall be fined under this title or imprisoned not more than 20 years, or both.”).
22 Docket Entry #81 (Deposition of Kumari Fulbright), p. 147, line 3–line 18.
23 Docket Entry #81 (Deposition of Kumari Fulbright), p. 50, line 18.
20
21
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a party or an agent of a party who . . . conceals evidence.” Id. In appropriate cases, such
sanctions expressly include “rendering a judgment by default against the disobedient
party[.]” See Tenn. R. Civ. P. 37.02(C).
Our Court of Appeals has recognized that imposing a default judgment as a
sanction “is a severe remedy, which can only be justified in the most serious cases.”
Cincinnati Ins. Co. v. Mid-S. Drillers Supply, Inc., No. M2007-00024-COA-R3-CV, 2008
WL 220287, at *4 (Tenn. Ct. App. Jan. 25, 2008). Even so, the Court of Appeals has made
clear that “[s]uch cases include situations where a party has intentionally concealed or
destroyed important evidence in order to suppress the truth.” Id. As a result, where, as
here, a party willfully conceals evidence, our Court of Appeals has not hesitated to impose
an adverse judgment as a sanction. See, e.g., Alexander v. Jackson Radiology Assocs.,
P.A., 156 S.W.3d 11, 16–17 (Tenn. Ct. App. 2004) (imposing adverse judgment as a
discovery sanction for “blatant, inexcusable, repeated lying, under oath”).
In the instant case, Defendant Fulbright’s concealment of the police report that she
filed was knowing, willful, deliberate, and strategic. Her concealment spanned well over
a year. Her false denial of the police report’s existence in her Amended Answer also was
never corrected.

And she repeatedly concealed the report in response to multiple

responsive discovery responses that she signed under oath under penalty of perjury.
Because Defendant Fulbright only disclosed the police report at issue six weeks
after her deposition was taken and only after the fact discovery deadline in this case
expired, Defendant Fulbright’s concealment also succeeded in preventing Mr. Conway
from meaningfully examining her about its contents (which, it should be noted, she
severely misrepresented during her deposition). Her concealment further prevented Mr.
Conway from obtaining critical additional information about the report from third party
-9-

witnesses who likely had information about it—such as Detroit Police Officer Ronald
Lockhart, who took the report. See Exhibit 1. With respect to Defendant Fulbright’s
efforts to procure information affecting the integrity of her report from Mr. Conway’s wife
by orchestrating a fraudulent real estate transaction, the Plaintiff also notes that as a
result of Defendant Fulbright’s delayed disclosure, the correspondences between
Defendant Fulbright and the accomplice that she enlisted on her behalf “got deleted,”24
so the Plaintiff can no longer obtain them.
Notably, in addition to issuing a default judgment against Defendant Fulbright for
her willful concealment of her police report, this Court also enjoys discretion to compel
her “to pay the reasonable expenses, including attorney's fees, caused by the failure,
unless the court finds that the failure was substantially justified or that other
circumstances make an award of expenses unjust.” Tenn. R. Civ. P. 37.02(E). Such
sanctions are certainly warranted. The report establishes conclusively that Defendant
Fulbright’s central claim in this litigation—that Mr. Conway stole the jewelry mentioned
in her police report from her Tucson, Arizona apartment—was not only false, but that she
knew it to be false. Consequently, there was no lawful justification at all for concealing
the report—much less a “substantial” justification. See id.
Independently, pursuant to Tenn. R. Civ. P. 11, undersigned counsel informed
Defendant Fulbright that she was obligated to bring her Amended Answer’s false factual
claim that “no police report was filed”25 to this Court’s attention and to correct the
misstatement. See Exhibit 5, pp. 3–4. Specifically, on July 27, 2017, Plaintiff stated:
Ms. Fulbright’s Amended Answer—which you filed and signed
on Ms. Fulbright’s behalf on December 21, 2016—states
24
25

Docket Entry #81 (Deposition of Kumari Fulbright), p. 50, line 18.
See Docket Entry #70 (Defendant’s Amended Answer), ¶ 24.
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without qualification that it is: “admitted that no police
report was filed.” Defendants’ Amended Answer, ¶ 24
(emphasis added). However, Ms. Fulbright has since testified
that she “did” file a police report in “May of 2016.” See
Deposition of Kumari Fulbright, p. 96, lines 17–21.
Accordingly, it is has now become clear that Ms. Fulbright’s
unqualified claim in her Amended Answer “that no police
report was filed” was a false and material concealment of a
critical fact of this litigation that you are obligated to bring to
the Court’s attention. See Tenn. R. Civ. P. 11.26
Tenn. R. Civ. P. 11.02—governing representations to the Court made in pleadings—
requires that “factual contentions have evidentiary support or, if specifically so identified,
are likely to have evidentiary support after a reasonable opportunity for further
investigation or discovery.” Id. Because Defendant Fulbright’s false statement that “no
police report was filed” was knowingly false and was not corrected after notice, sanctions
are warranted under Tenn. R. Civ. P. 11.03 as well. Plaintiff shall withdraw the instant
claim for Rule 11 sanctions if and when the false statement is corrected.
Conclusion
For the foregoing reasons, severe sanctions are warranted pursuant to both Tenn.
R. Civ. P. 34A.02 and Tenn. R. Civ. P. 11 to punish Defendant Fulbright for her strategic
concealment of evidence that was critical to Plaintiff’s case. As such, this Court should:
(1)

Issue a judgment against Defendant Fulbright as to Claim 1 (libel) governing

Defendant Fulbright’s false claim that Mr. Conway stole her jewelry;
(2)

Award Mr. Conway his reasonable attorney’s fees associated with

prosecuting Claim 1 (libel); and
(3)

Impose an appropriately severe monetary sanction against Defendant

Fulbright to punish her for her misbehavior.

26

See Exhibit 5, pp. 3–4.
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Respectfully submitted,
By:

__________________________
Daniel A. Horwitz, BPR #032176
1803 Broadway, Suite #531
Nashville, TN 37203
daniel.a.horwitz@gmail.com
(615) 739-2888
Counsel for Plaintiff

NOTICE OF HEARING ON MOTION
A hearing on the above motion will be held on the 6th day of October, 2017 at
9:15AM CST at the Davidson County Courthouse, 1 Public Square, Nashville, TN. Failure
to appear or respond to this motion may result in this motion being granted.
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on this 22nd day of September, 2017, a copy of the foregoing
was sent via USPS, postage prepaid, and/or by email to the following:
William M. Leech, III
P.O. Box 198742
Nashville, TN 37219-8742
(615) 256-0138
wleech@tfmlawadr.com

By:
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__________________________
Daniel A. Horwitz, Esq.
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Deposition of Kumari Fulbright.
1

A

No.

2

Q

If Mr. Storie testified that he was asked to

3

remove a gun, would that testimony be accurate?

4

A

No.

5

Q

Have you ever asked anybody to do something

6

illegal on your behalf?

7

A

Probably.

8

Q

Give me a couple of examples.

9

A

I mean I've smoked weed before so, you know,

10
11
12
13

yeah, I've not -Q

Have you asked someone else to do something

illegal on your behalf?
A

I can't think of every instance but I would

14

say yes, I've not followed every law.

15

convicted felon.

Clearly I'm a

I asked Robert to kidnap somebody.

16

Q

Anything recent, by chance?

17

A

Not anything that I can think of.

Nothing

18

that stands out outside of maybe park my car in the

19

handicapped for a minute or something innocuous.

20

can't think of anything.

21
22

Q

Do you know anyone by the name of Kio

Vasquez?

23

A

Yes.

24

Q

Who is Ms. Vasquez?

25

A

Is a girlfriend of mine in Tampa.
Beres & Associates
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1

Q

She lives in Tampa?

2

A

Yeah.

3

Q

She doesn't live in Nashville; is that

4

correct?

5

A

No, sir.

6

Q

Any reason why she would be in Nashville, to

7

your knowledge?

8

A

No.

9

Q

Do you have any idea why Ms. Vasquez would be

10
11

contacting Mr. Conway's wife?
A

I do, yeah.

This was kind of towards the

12

beginning of the suit and I was just like, oh my God, I

13

can't believe this, you know, I knew he was getting

14

married.

15

I thought about the spousal privilege and I'm

16

like maybe his wife knows something, maybe he's

17

admitted to her he stole my jewelry, and it was a very

18

stupid thing to do, can you meet with her.

19
20

And so I was trying to orchestrate something
to get information.

21

Q

What did that orchestration entail?

22

A

It entailed her having Mr. Conway's wife show

23

her a house because she was a real estate agent and my

24

girlfriend is very congenial and I thought maybe she

25

could elicit some information that would help my case.
Beres & Associates
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1
2

Q

So you orchestrated a fake house showing for

the purpose of interrogating Mr. Conway's wife?

3

A

A fake house showing.

4

Q

Was Ms. Vasquez interested in buying a house

5
6
7

from Mr. Conway's wife?
A

She was interested in -- be clear.

I've been

clear and up-front.

8

Q

I'm not done here.

9

A

Okay.

10

Q

You had Ms. Vasquez reach out to Mr. Conway's

11

wife; is that correct?

12

A

Yes.

13

Q

In the pretense of that was to show her a

14

house?

15

A

Yes.

16

Q

And the real reason that you wanted her to

17

contact Mr. Conway's wife is because you wanted to get

18

information from her about this case, is that correct?

19

A

Yes.

20

Q

Do you happen to know if Ms. Vasquez was

21
22

confronted about this by Mr. Conway's wife?
A

I don't know the exact details but I know

23

that Ms. Conway put two and two together and realized

24

that Kio had a connection to me.

25

Q

Did Ms. Vasquez acknowledge that the request
Beres & Associates
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1

to have the house be shown to her was a pretense?

2

A

I'm not sure.

3

Q

If she lied about it, would that surprise

4

you?

5

MR. LEECH:

6

THE WITNESS:

7

Ms. Vasquez is a liar?

8
9

Q

Object to the form.
What do you mean, do I think
I don't know.

How did this correspondence come about?

you call her?

10

A

I did call --

11

Q

Ms. Vasquez.

12

A

Call or text, I'm sure, yeah.

13

Q

You think you might have texted her?

14

A

Actually it was in-person.

15

Tampa.

16

Q

17

Maybe call.

I was there in

Have you ever texted her about this

particular incident?

18

A

No.

19

Q

You're absolutely positive about that?

20

A

I'm not positive.

21

Q

Do you have your phone on you today?

22

A

I do.

23

Q

Will you produce it, please?

24
25

Did

It was always on the phone.

MR. LEECH:

I'm going to object to that.

You

can submit a request for an inspection, you can ask me
Beres & Associates
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1

what you want to do.

2

through my client's phone.

3

You do not have the right to go

MR. HORWITZ:

I would like to inspect the

4

text message chain between Ms. Fulbright and Ms.

5

Vasquez.

6

MR. LEECH:

7

MR. HORWITZ:

8

MR. LEECH:

9
10

What dates?
Between now and --

No, what dates.

You don't get --

let's go off the record for a second.
(Discussion off the record)

11

THE WITNESS:

12

MR. LEECH:

Ms. Vasquez and I did.

I think this needs to be off the

13

record.

14

This is getting confusing.

15

all appropriate for you to just ask for my client to

16

bring up her phone.

We're getting into where we're testifying.

17

MR. HORWITZ:

I'm not sure that it's at

Respectfully, your client just

18

said she orchestrated this scheme to get to my client's

19

wife, and that it was possible that there were text

20

messages involved in that scheme.

21

I would like to review those text messages.

22

MR. LEECH:

23

go in here.

24
25

Take a ten minute break.

Let's

I need to do some research real quick.

MR. HORWITZ:

I don't want the phone leaving

the room.
Beres & Associates
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1

MR. LEECH:

2

THE WITNESS:

3

MR. LEECH:

Is the phone with you right now?
No.

I'm going to go get it and give

4

to it Mr. Beres.

5

(11:20 a.m., a recess was had until 11:23 a.m.)

6

MR. LEECH:

Just for the record, Ms. Horwitz,

7

I'm instructing my client not to let Mr. Horwitz just

8

go through her phone in this deposition.

9

If you want to submit a request in writing

10

under Rule 34, you can.

11

if those text messages are even in there or not.

12

THE WITNESS:

13

MR. LEECH:

Also, we at anytime don't know

Because I got a new phone.

So, you know, I think it's highly

14

inappropriate for you to ask it here in the middle of a

15

deposition.

16

you can.

17

If you want to submit an Interrogatory,

MR. HORWITZ:

So I don't want to touch the

18

phone.

19

it herself and read the text message chain between her

20

and Ms. Vasquez for the record as far as it goes back.

I do want to instruct the witness to go through

21

MR. LEECH:

No.

That's overbroad.

You don't

22

get an entire personal conversations you have with

23

somebody.

24
25

MR. CONWAY:

The date she texted Christy was

July 8th.
Beres & Associates
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1

MR. HORWITZ:

2

MR. LEECH:

Go back to July, 2016.

I'll allow that.

3

phone and see if you still have it.

4

do it to see if it's still in there.

5

MR. HORWITZ:

Go in your

I'll allow her to

I'd like to put in on the

6

record that I'm making an official request for

7

preservation.

8

MR. LEECH:

9

THE WITNESS:

How far back does it go?

10

MR. LEECH:

11

THE WITNESS:

12

MR. LEECH:

13

May 2nd.

14

BY MR. HORWITZ:

Just to May of this year.

May of this year?
Yeah.

The record it goes to Tuesday,

15

Q

Where would your phone from July, 2016 be?

16

A

Like when you get a new phone you turn in the

17

old one.

18

of stuff got deleted.

19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Q

I had a software issue with my phone so a lot

Did you know that it was wrong to have Ms.

Vasquez contact Mr. Conway's wife at the time?
A

I knew my lawyer wouldn't like it but I

didn't think it was illegal.
Q

What was the specific request that you made

of Ms. Vasquez?
A

I just told her that she knew the back story
Beres & Associates
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1

of my history and I said I was being sued by Mr. Conway

2

over me saying that he stole my jewelry and I was

3

hoping that maybe he had admitted that to his wife or

4

his girlfriend at the time.

5

I said they're getting engaged, they're

6

probably going to get married and she'll have spousal

7

privilege, maybe she will say something to you, maybe

8

you can elicit something, maybe talk about boyfriends

9

or just maybe get anything that would help me prove

10

that he did take it and that he admitted it to somebody

11

like his girlfriend.

12

Q

And she agreed?

13

A

Yes.

14

Q

Do you know Ms. Vasquez's husband?

15

A

Yes.

16

Q

Was he involved in this scheme as well?

17

A

No.

18

Q

Did you ever ask him to be involved in this

19

scheme?

20

A

No.

21

Q

To your knowledge, did she ever ask him to be

22

involved in this scheme?

23

A

No.

24

Q

And from your perspective, you believed that

25

Mr. Conway's wife might be a useful witness in this
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case; is that correct?

2

A

Yeah.

3

Q

So you orchestrated a scheme to get to a

4

witness in this case; is that correct?

5

MR. LEECH:

6

THE WITNESS:

7
8
9

Object to the form.
I'm not sure.

I mean scheme

and you're just -Q

You used the word "orchestrated" before, did

you not?

10

A

Yeah.

11

Q

The purpose of what you were orchestrating

12
13

was what, specifically?
A

Just to get details and information that

14

would help for the case.

15

don't know the lingo.

16

say is being challenged to the exact definition of what

17

that would be and I don't know, I feel like I'm being

18

taken so literally it's hard for me to even communicate

19

candidly with you.

20

give you what you want to know but --

An investigatory method.

I feel like every word that I

I'm trying to answer truthfully and

21

Q

Let's use colloquial terms.

22

A

Let's do that.

23

Q

You were trying to get to this witness.

24

A

Is she a witness?

25

I

MR. LEECH:

Object to the form.
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Q

You were trying to get to someone who you

2

thought might be a useful witness here; is that

3

correct?

4

A

Yeah.

I'm doing that in other regards as

5

well, you know what I mean?

6

help my case, yeah, absolutely, I mean anybody that

7

would know anything, of course, I'm seeking out.

8
9

Q

I'm looking for ways to

Was it ever your intent that Ms. Vasquez

threaten Ms. Conway?

10

A

No.

11

Q

Was it your intent to have anyone kidnap Ms.

12

What good is that going to do?

Conway?

13

A

No.

14

Q

Have you ever had someone kidnapped before?

15

A

I have.

16

Q

Does that rehabilitation including enlisting

But I've been rehabilitated.

17

colleagues of yours to orchestrate schemes to get to

18

witnesses?

19

MR. LEECH:

20

THE WITNESS:

Object to the form.
Are you asking if in prison

21

they had rehabilitation programs that addressed what

22

you just said?

23

Q

No.

I'm asking whether you believe that

24

having a colleague of yours orchestrate a scheme to get

25

to Mr. Conway's wife -Beres & Associates
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IN THE FIFTH CIRCUIT COURT FOR DAVIDSON COUNTY, TENNESSEE
AT NASHVILLE
JOSHUA CONWAY,
Plaintiff,
v.
KUMAR! S. FULBRIGHT, and
KUMAR! FULBRIGHT, INC.,
Defendants

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

DOCKET NO. 16C-664
12 PERSON JURY DEMAND

DEFENDANTS' RESPONSE TO PLAINTIFF'S
REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS

Comes the defendants, Kumari S. Fulbright and Kumari Fulbright, Inc., and for response
to the plaintiff's Requests for Production of Documents previously propounded in the matter
would state and show as follows:

GENERAL OBJECTIONS
1.

Defendants have prepared these responses in accordance with the instructions

contained in the Tennessee Rules of Civil Procedure. To the extent that any instructions and
definitions given by plaintiff enlarge, modify or extend those requirements, the requirements of
the Tennessee Rules of Civil Procedure were followed in preparation of these responses.
2.

Whenever a question seeks a list of "every" or "all" (or similar words) facts

regarding a topic, defendants have responded with the information presently in defendants'
knowledge or possession, but the response may not include "every" or "all" facts that exist with
respect to the topic. Defendants object to any request seeking a list of "every" or "all" (or similar
words) documents or facts regarding a topic, for the reason that such requests are unduly
burdensome, overly broad, oppressive, unreasonable and are not calculated to lead to discovery

of admissible evidence.
3.

Defendants prepared these responses in accordance with the Tennessee Rules of

Civil Procedure, based on information available to the defendants at the present time.
Defendants, however, reserve the right to offer additional evidence at trial based on knowledge
or information not yet within the possession, custody or control of the defendants.
4.

Supplemental responses and/or production of documents will be made as required

by the Tennessee Rules of Civil Procedure.
5.

Any documents produced are copies. If requested, reasonable opportunity will be

given to inspect the originals at the offices of defendants' attorney, if defendants have possession
or custody of such originals.
6.

Defendants assume that plaintiff does not request any privileged or confidential

documents. If plaintiff does seek privileged or confidential documents, defendants hereby object
to any such request in reliance upon the attorney/client privilege and/or the work-product
doctrine.
7.

Defendants objects to requests that seek details of oral conversations or mental

processes, on the grounds that such requests are overly broad, burdensome, unreasonable and
oppressive.
8.

Defendants reserves the right to present into evidence all documents, papers,

writings and correspondence which have been produced to the plaintiff, or which are in the
possession of or are known to the defendants, without regard to whether or not the same have
been identified in these responses.

9.

Defendants reserve the right to present into evidence all testimony by any parties

who are or could have been deposed by the defendants on any subject contained in the plaintiffs
Requests for Production of Documents.
10.

Defendants expressly reserve the right to investigate, identify and discover any

sources of information during the pendency of this case, and to use any such information at trial
in support of the defendants' case.
11.

Defendants object to each and every request, including any subject thereof, which

inquiries about the substance of testimony which defendants will rely upon at trial, the identity of
witnesses at trial, and the identity of documents which will be introduced at trial due to the
attorney/client privilege and the work-product doctrine.
REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS

1.

Copies of any document or thing referenced, used or relied upon in responding to

Interrogatory Numbers 1-9.
RESPONSE:

Defendants object to the foregoing Request for Production of

Document, because the defendants are contractually precluded from disclosing documents
containing the names of any persons associated with the production of "One Bad Choice".
Please see the redacted Participant Release, attached hereto. However, the defendants will
release these documents subject to an appropriate Protective Order agreed to by plaintiff,
defendants and MTV.

Without waiving said objection, Defendants are attaching statements given by
defendant Fulbright to the Tucson Police Department, as well as the transcripts of two (2)
free talks she gave in regards to State of Arizona v. Robert Arthur Ergonis, CR-20074823.

2.

Copies of any document or thing relating in any way to Defendant's payment for

participating in the Episode.

RESPONSE:

Defendants object to the foregoing Request for Production of

Document, because the defendants are contractually precluded from disclosing documents
containing the names of any persons associated with the production of "One Bad Choice".
Please see the redacted Participant Release, attached hereto. However, the defendants will
release these documents subject to an appropriate Protective Order agreed to by plaintiff,
defendants and MTV.

3.

Copies of any document, thing or correspondence made by Defendant on behalf

of or for the benefit of Kumari Fulbright, Inc.

RESPONSE:

Defendants object to the foregoing Request for Production of

Document to the extent that it is overbroad and unduly burdensome, and is not calculated
to lead to the discovery of relevant and admissible evidence.

4.

Copies of any document or thing relating in any way to financial transactions

between Defendant and Kumari Fulbright, Inc.

RESPONSE:

Defendants object to the foregoing Request for Production of

Document to the extent that it is overbroad and unduly burdensome, and is not calculated
to lead to the discovery of relevant and admissible evidence.

Without waiving said objection, the defendants are willing to supply the tax returns
for defendant, Kumari Fulbright, Inc., as well as defendant, Kumari Fulbright, subject to

an appropriate Protective Order limiting distribution/dissemination of the same.

The

proposed copy of said Protective Order is attached hereto for consideration of counsel for
the plaintiff.

5.

Copies of any and all correspondences of any kind, including but not limited to

emails and text messages, between Defendant and Viacom, Inc., or any of its contractors or
subsidiaries, at any time during or after December 2007.

RESPONSE:

Defendants object to the foregoing Request for Production of

Document, because the defendants are contractually precluded from disclosing documents
containing the names of any persons associated with the production of "One Bad Choice".
Please see the redacted Participant Release, attached hereto. However, the defendants will
release these documents subject to an appropriate Protective Order agreed to by plaintiff,
defendants and MTV.

6.

Copies of any and all written communication or correspondence, including but not

limited to emails, text messages, social media postings, private messages, and any other
document or thing, between Defendants and any other individual or entity regarding or relating
to the Episode at any time.

RESPONSE: Defendants object to the foregoing Request for Production of
Document to the extent that it is overbroad and unduly burdensome, and is not calculated
to lead to the discovery of relevant and admissible evidence. This Complaint is based on
the publication of Ms. Fulbright's version of events as the same appeared in the
production, "One bad Choice." Conversations about the episode are very different from

the manner in which the episode was produced and statements made in producing the
same.

To the extent a response to this request for Production of Documents calls for
documents and/or tangible things related to the production of "One Bad Choice,"
defendants object to the foregoing Request for Production of Document because the
defendants are contractually precluded from disclosing documents containing the names of
any persons associated with the production of "One Bad Choice". Please see the redacted
Participant Release, attached hereto.

However, the defendants will release these

documents subject to an appropriate Protective Order agreed to by plaintiff, defendants
andMTV.

Without waiving said objection, defendant Fulbright will make her social media
accounts available for inspection following an agreement by counsel as to the parameters
and procedures regarding the same. Because this request is overbroad, irrelevant, unduly
burdensome, time consuming, and expensive, the expense will be borne by Plaintiff.

7.

Copies of any and all correspondences between Defendant and any other

individual regarding, referencing, or in any way relating to Defendant's allegations that Plaintiff
stole jewelry from her, stole money from her, or drugged her.

RESPONSE:

Defendants object to the foregoing Request for Production of

Document to the extent that it is overbroad and unduly burdensome, and is not calculated
to lead to the discovery of relevant and admissible evidence. This Complaint is based on
the publication of Ms. Fulbright's version of events, as the same appeared in the

production, "One bad Choice."

Defendants object to the foregoing Request for Production of Document because the
defendants are contractually precluded from disclosing documents containing the names of
any persons associated with the production of "One Bad Choice". Please see the redacted
Participant Release, attached hereto.

However, the defendants will release these

documents subject to an appropriate Protective Order agreed to by plaintiff, defendants
andMTV.

Without waiving said objection, defendants are attaching statements given by
defendant Fulbright to the Tucson Police Department, as well the transcripts of two (2) free
talks she gave in regards to State ofArizona v. Robert Arthur Ergonis, CR-20074823.

8.

All communications, documents and things of any kind, including but not limited

to emails, text messages, social media postings, private messages, and diary entries, between
Defendant and any other individual or in Defendant's sole possession, during which Plaintiff is
mentioned or referenced for any reason.
RESPONSE: Defendants object to the foregoing Request for Production of
Document to the extent that it is overbroad and unduly burdensome, and is not calculated
to lead to the discovery of relevant and admissible evidence. This Complaint is based on
the publication of Ms. Fulbright's version of events, as the same appeared in the
production, "One bad Choice."

Defendants object to the foregoing Request for Production of Document because the
defendants are contractually precluded from disclosing documents containing the names of
any persons associated with the production of "One Bad Choice". Please see the redacted

Participant Release, attached hereto.

However, the defendants will release these

documents subject to an appropriate Protective Order agreed to by plaintiff, defendants
andMTV.

Without waiving said objection, defendants are attaching statements given by
defendant Fulbright to the Tucson Police Department, as well the transcripts of two (2) free
talks she gave in regards to State ofArizona v. Robert Arthur Ergonis, CR-20074823.

9. All financial records ofKumari Fulbright Inc., from January 1, 2015 until the present.

RESPONSE:

Defendants object to the foregoing Request for Production of

Document to the extent that it is overbroad and unduly burdensome, and is not calculated
to lead to the discovery of relevant and admissible evidence. Defendants also object, as this
is redundant and duplicative of previous Interrogatories and Requests for Production of
Documents already asked. Specifically, see defendants' response to Interrogatory #7, and
defendants' response to Request for Production of Document #'s 3&4.

Respectfully submitted,
MINK & DUKE, PLLC

4/~/&-~~

Charles M. Duke, BPR # 23607
William M. Leech, III, BPR # 30515
P.O. Box 198742
Nashville, Tennessee 37219-8742
Phone: (615) 256-0138
Fax: (615) 730-5997
mduke@minkdukelaw .com
wleech@minkdukelaw.com
Attorneys for Defendants

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing has been forwarded via
electronic mail a u 2 J fodt:to:
1

Daniel A. Horwitz
Attorney at Law
1803 Broadway, Suite 531
Nashville, Tennessee 37203
Daniel.a.horwitz@gmail.com
John W. Roberts
Law Offices of John W. Roberts, PLLC
1720 West End Avenue, Suite 530
Nashville, Tennessee 37203
john@johnrobertslaw.com
On this the/& ~ay of September, 2016.
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Charles M. Duke
William M. Leech, III
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